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Artxe ,Selâ â¬ã¯ Oidua ,spilc oediv As a second language (Tesl) or English teachingers of other languages (Tesol). Tynically, Tefl refers to the teaching of the English language in a country where English is not the official language, tesl refers to English to speakers of non -native English speakers in a Native English speaking and Tesol covers both. In thecttic, however, each of these
terms tends to be used in a more genic manner throughout the field. Tefl is used widely in the United Kingdom and Tesl or Tesol in the United States. [1] Some have seen the rmino "esl" to indicate that the English would be subordinate importance; For example, where English is used as a frank lingua in a multilingal paãs. The rmino can be an inappropriate name for some students
who have learned several languages before learning English. The terms "students of English" (Ell) and, recently, "English students" (el), have been used instead, and the native languages and cultures of students are considered important. [2] The entire learning of English are very variable, depending on the level of mastery of the English and the form and environment in which it is
taught, which can vary from classes required in school to the school to the self -directed study at home, or a combined combination of both. In some programs, educational materials (including spoken conferences and written tasks) are provided in a mixture of English and the native language of the student. In other programs, educational materials are always in English, but
vocabulary, grammics and context clues can be modified to be understood more easily by students with different levels of understanding ( Wright, 2010). The adaptation of understanding, repetitions oriented to insight and soft drinks are some of all used in training. However, without immersion adequate (social learning base), associated language habits and reference points
(internal mechanics) of the host country are not completely transferred through these programmes2010). As an additional complication, language syntax is based on Latin grammar, so it suffers inconsistencies. [4][5] The main engines that influence the language are the United States and the United Kingdom and both have assimilated the language differently, so they differ in
expression and use. This is largely found in pronunciation and vocabulary. In both countries there are also variants of the English language (e.g. African American vernacular). The English language has a great scope and influence, and English is taught worldwide. In countries where English is not usually a native language, there are two different models to teach English:
educational programs for students who want to move to English-speaking countries, and other programs for students who do not intend to move, but want to understand English content for educational, entertainment, employment or international business purposes. The differences between these two English education models have increased over time, and teachers who focus on
each model have used different terminology, have received different training courses and formed separate professional associations. English is also taught as a second language for recent immigrants to English-speaking countries, which faces separate challenges because one class students can speak many different native languages. Terminology and types The many acronyms and
abbreviations used in the field of English teaching and learning can be confusing and the following technical definitions can have their currency challenged for various reasons. The precise use, including the different use of the ESL and ESOL terms in different countries, is described below. These terms are more commonly used in relation to teaching and learningEnglish as a
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can also be complemented with lessons paid by private. EFL teachers generally assume that students are literate in their mother tongue. The Chinese Efl Journal [7] and Iranian Efl Journal [8] are â € â € ‹Examples of international magazines dedicated to learning details in English within the Países where English is used as a foreign language. English within the English -speaking
countries The other broad grouping is the use of English within the English -speaking world. In what Braj Kachru calls "the internal cãrculo", that is, pairs such as the United Kingdom and the United States, this use of English is generally by refugees, immigrants and their children. It also includes the use of English in the "exterior cup", often ancient British colonies and the
Philippines, where English is an official language, even if it is not spoken as a mother tongue by the Most of the population. In the United States, Canadã, Australia and New Zealand, this use of English is called Esl (English as a second language). This minute has been criticized claiming that many students already speak of a language. A counter -argument says that the word "A" in
the phrase "a second language" means that there is no presumption that English is the second language acquired (see also the second language). Tesl is the teaching of English as a second language. There are also other terms to which it can be referred to in the US, including English language learning) and cld (cultural and lingenically diverse). In the United Kingdom and Ireland,
the Rmino Esl has been replaced by ESOL (English for speakers of other languages). In these countries, the Tesol (English teaching to speakers of other languages) is normally used to refer to the teaching of English only to this group. In the United Kingdom and Ireland, the Rmino Eal (English as an additional language) is used, instead of ESOL, when talking about primary schools
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the world would agree on just only a simple single term(s). The term TESOL (teaching English to speakers of other languages) is used in American English to include both TEFL and TESL. This is also the case in Canada as well as in Australia and New Zealand. British English uses ELT (English language teaching), because TESOL has a different, more specific meaning; see above.
Difficulties for learners Young Jayaji Rao Sindhia, Maharaja of Gwalior, studying English, 1846 Language teaching practice often assumes that most of the difficulties that learners face in the study of English are a consequence of the degree to which their native language differs from English (a contrastive analysis approach). A native speaker of Chinese, for example, may face many
more difficulties than a native speaker of German, because German is more closely related to English than Chinese. This may be true for anyone of any mother tongue (also called the first language, normally abbreviated L1) setting out to learn any other language (called a target language, second language or L2). See also second-language acquisition (SLA) for mixed evidence from
linguistic research. Language learners often produce errors of syntax, vocabulary, and pronunciation thought to result from the influence of their L1, such as mapping its grammatical patterns inappropriately onto the L2, pronouncing certain sounds incorrectly or with difficulty, and confusing items of vocabulary known as false friends. This is known as L1 transfer or "language
interference". However, these transfer effects are typically stronger for beginners' language production, and SLA research has highlighted many errors which cannot be attributed to the L1, as they are attested in learners of many language backgrounds (for example, failure to apply 3rd person present singular -s to verbs, as in 'he make' not 'he makes'). Some students may have
problems due to certain words being usable, as different parts of speech. For example, the word "suffering" in "I am suffering terribly" is a verb, but in "My suffering is terrible" is a noun¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂand confounding matters is the fact that both of these sentences express the same idea, using the same words. Other students might have problems due to the prescribing and
proscribing nature of rules in the language formulated by amateur grammarians rather than ascribing to the functional and descriptive nature of languages evidenced from distribution. For example, a cleric, Robert Lowth, introduced the rule to never end a sentence with a preposition, inspired from Latin grammar, through his book A Short Introduction to English Grammar.[10]
The inconsistencies brought from Latin language standardization of English language led to classifying and sub-classifying an otherwise simple language structure. Like many alphabetic writing systems, English also has incorporated the principle that graphemic units should correspond to the phonemic units; however, the fidelity to the principle is compromised, compared to an
exemplar language like the Finnish language. This is evident in the Oxford English Dictionary; for many years it experimented with various spellings of 'SIGN' to attain a fidelity with the said principle, among which were SINE, SEGN, and SYNE, and through the diachronic mutations eventually settled on SIGN.[11] Cultural differences in communication styles and preferences are
also significant. For example, a study among Chinese ESL students revealed that preference for not using the tense marking on verb present in the morphology of their mother tongue made it difficult for them to express time-related sentences in English.[12] Another study looked at Chinese ESL students and British teachers and found that the Chinese learners did not see
classroom 'discussion and interaction' type of communication for learning as important but placed a heavy emphasis on lectures.[13] Pronunciation This section contains phonetic transcripts in the international phonetic alphabet (IPA). For an introductory guide on IAPA symbols, see Help:IPA. For the distinction between [ ], / / / / / and не , see IPA § Brackets and transcription
delimiters. Main articles: Non-native pronunciations of English and reduction of English accent contain a series of sounds and sound distinctions not present in other languages. These sounds can include vocals and consonants, as well as diphthongs and other morphemes. Language speakers without these sounds may have problems with listening to and uttering them. For example:
Interdentals, /θ/ ('tres') and /ð/ ('thee'), both written as th, are relatively rare in other languages. Phthemic contrast of /i/ with /i/ (beat vs vocal bit), of /u/ with / animal/ (fool vs full vowels), and of /-S/ with /æ/ (bet vs vocals) is rare outside the northwest Europe, so unusual mergers or exotic pronunciations such as [bet] for bits can arise. Note that [béticat] is a pronouncement often
used in England and Wales to bet, and also in some American English dialects. [14] See the vocal change of the cities of the north, and the fusion of Pin-pen. Native speakers of Japanese, Korean and Chinese dialects have difficulty distinguishing /r/ and /l/, as the Caribbean Spanish dialects speak when these sounds are at the end of syllables, a phenomenon known as lambdacism,
which is a form of lallation. Native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish or Galician, and Ukrainian can pronounce similar sounds to those expected by a /r/, /s/, or / clama/, respectively, as those sounds often or almost always follow this process in their native languages, which is known as debuccalization. Native speakers of Arabic, tagalog, Japanese, KoreanImportant dialects
of all current languages of the Ibã ia romance (including the majority of the Spanish) have difficulty distinguishing [b] and [v], [v], [v], ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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atsah ed opurg nu etimrep s©Ãlgni lE a special sense or state as obligation, obligation, capacity, probability, permission, possibility, prohibition or intention. These include "must," "may," "have that," "need," "will," "shall," "must," "must," "must," "may," "greater," and "power." For example, the opposite of "You must be here at 8" (obligation) is usually "You don't have to be here at
8" (lack of obligation, choice). "It must" in "You must not drink the water" (prohibition) has a different meaning of "must" in "You must have eaten the chocolate" (deduction). This complexity requires considerable work for the majority of English language students to master. All these fashionable verbs or "modals" take the first form of the verb after them. These manners (most of
them) do not have past or future inflection, that is, they do not have past or future time (the exceptions have to do it and it is necessary). Idiomatic use: English is famous for having a relatively high degree of idiomatic use. [15] For example, the use of different main verbal forms in seemingly parallel constructions such as "trying to learn", "helping to learn" and " avoiding learning"
poses difficulty for students. Another example is the idiomatic distinction between "doing" and "doing": "doing a mistake," not "doing a mistake"; and "doing a favor," not "doing a favor." Articles: English has two forms of article: the (defined article) and A and A (the indefinite article). In addition, sometimes English nouns may or, in fact, should be used without an article; This is
called the article zero. Some of the differences between defined, indefinite and zero items are quite easy to learn, but others are not, particularly because a student's native language may lack articles, have only one form or use them differently than English. Although the information transmitted by the articles is rarely essential to communication, English often uses them. omoc
omoc sodiconoc n©Ãibmat( selasarf sobrev :selasarf sobrev oiralubacoV .onmula led ozreufse nºÃgla nareiuqer euq arap )oidemorp n³Ãicaro al ne secev Verbs) in English can cause difficulties for many students due to their syntactic pattern and because they often have several meanings. There are also a number of frank verbal differences between American and British English.
Prepositions: as with many other languages, the correct use of prepositions in the English language is difficult to learn, and can be a rather frustrating learning experience for ESL/EFL students. For example, the prepositions on (trust, fall into), of (thinking, due to, in the vicinity of), and in (going in, meeting, starting in) are used in many different ways and contexts, It is very
difficult to remember the exact meaning for each. In addition, the same words are often used as adverbs (see, press, listen, interponge) as part of a compound verb (make up, surrender, get up, give in, get in, get in), or In more of a form with different functions and meanings (see up, look, give up) (he looked at his skirt/her orthography/things are looking up/When you're in town! In
addition, for some languages, such as Spanish, there are/a few prepositions that can mean multiple English prepositions (i.e., in Spanish can mean in, or in). By translating back to the respective L1 of ESL students, the translation of a particular preposition can be correct in one case, but by using the preposition in another sense, the meaning is sometimes quite different. "One of my
friends" is translated as (transliterated) wahed min isdiqa'i in Arabic. Min is the Arabic word for "of," so it means a "of" my friends. "I am on page 5" is translated into Ich bin auf seite 5 in German well, but in Arabic it is a safha raqm 5 fee (I am "on" page 5).of words: The formation of words in English requires a lot of learning in memory. For for ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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#####################################################################################################################################################################################################################################Reading
in view of some English professionals, reading for pleasure is an important component in the teaching of native and foreign languages: [25] "studies that tried to improve writing by providing reading experiences instead of Study of grammal or practice of additional writing found that these experiences were as beneficial as, or more beneficial that, study of gramical or practical
extra writing. "[26] Differences between English S spoken and written for more discussion about the patterns and rules of the English spelling, see Phonics. As in the majority of languages, the written language tends to use a formal registry than spoken language. Spelling and pronouncement: probably the greatest difficulty for non -native speakers, since the relationship between
English spelling and pronouncement does not follow the alphabetic principle consistently. Due to the many changes in the pronouncement that has occurred since a written manner developed, the retaining of many historical idiosyncrasy in the spell and Greek) with different and superimposed spelling patterns [27] the spelling and the pronunciation in English are different even for
the native speakers to dominate. This difficulty is shown in activities such as spelling bees. The generalizations that exist are quite complex and there are many exceptions, which leads to a considerable amount of gross learning. The spelling system and pronouncement causes problems in both directions: a student can know a word by sound but cannot write it correctly (or find it in
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otneimiuges led sotcefe sol ed nerfus odunem a LSE ed setnaidutse soL sesalc ed n³ÃicacoloC stifeneb dna segnellahc laicoS ]33[" .opmac le ne seredÃl sol rop adidnefed odunem a nat elbisnes etnemlarutluc aÃgogadep al rargol Ãsa y n¡Ãrartnocne setnaidutse sol euq "s©Ãlgni" sohcum sol acraba euq n³Ãiccurtsni al razarba arap amron al ed atad agral ed lautceletni asoirepmi al ed
esrarebil ebed LSE amargorp le ,ohcid etnemelpmiS" ,odatnemugra ah namroDcM drahciR atsi¼Ãgnil le ,)scinobE omoc odiconoc n©Ãibmat( onaciremaorfa s©Ãlgni ne alua le ne adasab azna±Ãesne al rop ragoba la ,olpmeje roP .LSE ed samargorp ne s©Ãlgni ed radn¡Ãtse on samrof erbos n³Ãicamrofni raroprocni odadnemocer nah opmac le ne selanoiseforp sonuglA .ralbah a
a±Ãesne sel es euq s©Ãlgni ed amrof al ed setnerefid nos n³Ãicaicnunorp o acit¡Ãmarg ,sarbalap sal odnauc osulcni odacifingis rinrecsid adeup etnaidutse le euq arap selarutluc solitse y selanoiger samrof a n³Ãicisopxe al n©Ãibmat onis ,sotis³Ãporp sus arap adauceda s¡Ãm s©Ãlgni ed amrof al razilitu a etnaidutse la raduya ol³Ãs on acilpmi ,otnat ol rop ,s©Ãlgni led azna±Ãesne
aL .oimedakA s'otnarepsE ro ,alo±ÃapsE aimedacA laeR s'niapS ,esia§Ãnarf eugnal al ed eimedacA hcnerF eht ekilnu â egaugnal eht rof tcelaid oigitserp yna slortnoc taht noitazinagro gnibircsorp on sah dna dezilaicar ton si acnarf augnil a sa hsilgnE ,ylsuoicipsuA .sorto y nedyrD nhoJ rop dadinumoc anu ed ocifÃcepse olitse nu a o esalc anu ed n³Ãicanilcni anu a s©Ãlgni le raluger
ed sotnetni ohceh nah eS .cte ,kciD academic. Students have expressed frustration that un native students have to demonstrate their lingenic skills, when they are a The speaker does not guarantee in any way the academic literacy of university level. [35] Studies have shown that these tests can cause different passage rates between linguish groups, regardless of high school
preparation. [36] Decernic rates The deserting rates for ESL students in several countries are much larger than the deserting rates of native speakers. The National EDUCATION STATIS CENTER (NCES) in the United States reported that the percentage of defections in the Hispanic Youth Population born non -native between 16 and 24 years is 43.4%. [37] A study conducted in
Canadã found that the school abandonment rate for all ESL students was 74%. [38] It is believed that the high deserting rates are due to the difficulties that ESL students have to stay in the main classes, the increasing number of ESL students who enter the middle or secondary school with interrupted formal education and systems of accountability. [37] The accountability system
in the United States is due to not Child Left Behind law. Schools that run the risk of losing funds, closing or dismissed their directors if the test scores are not high enough begin to see students who do not meet well in standardized tests as liabilities. [39] Because abandonments really increase the performance of a school, the critics claim that administrators allow poor performance
students to slip through the cracks. A study of Texas schools operating under none of details found that 80% of ESL students did not graduate from high school in five years. [39] Access to higher education ESL students face several barriers to higher education. The majority of universities and universities require English in high school. In addition, most of the schools and
universities only accept an English year year. [35] It is difficult for ESL students who arrive in the United States relatively late to finish this requirement because they must spend a long time in the English classes of Esl in high school, or maybe they don't arrive early enough to complete four four English in high school. This results in many ESL students who do not have the right
credits to apply for college, or enroll in the summer school to finish the required courses. [35] ESL students can also face additional financial barriers to higher education due to their linguistic skills. Those who do not place high enough in university placement exams often have to enroll in ESL courses at their universities. These courses can cost up to $1,000 extra, and can be
offered without credit for graduation. [35] This adds additional financial stress to ESL students who often come from lower socioeconomic families. The latest statistics show that the average family income for ESL school-age students is $36,691, while that of non-ESL students is $65,280.[failed verification][40 University enrolment has increased significantly over the past decade,
while family income has decreased. In addition, while many ESL students receive a Pell Fellowship, the maximum grant for 2011-2012 covered only about one third of the cost of the university. [41] Interaction with ESL native speakers often has difficulty interacting with native speakers at school. Some ESL students avoid interactions with native speakers due to their frustration or
shame in their poor English. Immigrant students often also lack knowledge of popular culture, which limits their conversations with native speakers to academic issues. [42] In the activities of the classroom groups with native speakers, ESL students often do not participate, again due to the shame of their English, but also to cultural differences: theirnative can value silence and
individual work in school in preference to social interaction and speak in class. [34] These interactions have also been found to extend to interactions between teachers and students. In the majority of the main classrooms, a discussion directed by teachers is the most common form of the lecion. In this environment, some ESL students amet le erbos oirotcudortni levin ed otxet ed
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sedatsima ramrof y esrinuer setnaidutse sol a netimrep n©Ãibmat LSE ed samargorp soL .selapicnirp sonrotne sol ne adamina o adayopa se on odunem a n³Ãiserpxe ayuc ,savitan arutluc y augnel us naicerpa euq sorto ertne ratse setnaidutse sol a netimrep n©Ãibmat LSE ed samargorp soL .sore±Ãapmoc a o esalc ne albah odnauc serorre retemoc ed n³Ãiserp al aivila amoidi
odnuges omoc s©Ãlgni nednerpa euq setnaidutse sorto ertne esalc reneT .seragoh soveun sus ne dadeicos al y aleucse al a etsuja le y serap ed seder ed n³Ãicamrof al ne etnatropmi lepap nu na±Ãepmesed euq namrifa LSE ed samargorp sol ed soiraditrap soL selaicos senoicatserP ]24[ .sÃap oveun us ne selanoicidart sopmeitasap sol ed n³Ãisnerpmoc ed atlaf al o ,sedadivitca sarto
erbos socim©Ãdaca sol ed larutluc sisafn©Ã le ,amoidi led arerrab al a odibed seralucirrucartxe sedadivitca a nenu es on setnaidutse soL .seralimis senozar rop sovitan setnalbah noc seralucirrucartxe sedadivitca ne esrarculovni arap samelborp neneit n©Ãibmat LSE ed setnaidutse soL .sovitan somsilaiuqoloc nasu o ,selausiv saduya nasu on ,odip¡Ãr odaisamed nalbah euqrop
sortseam sol a rednetne arap datlucifid neneit odunem a y ,rapicitrap on etnanimod etnanimod negami al ed adazilareneg n³Ãicatpeca y atic¡Ãt alâacitsÃ¼Ãgnil dadienegomoh ed otimâ le naºÃteprep otxet ed sorbil sotse euq norartnocne ,senoicagitsevni sus ertnE .acinc©Ãt n³Ãicacinumoc al students of composition as native speakers of a privileged variety of English. "[45] While
textbooks were successful in reference to global and international perspectives, the representation of the intended audience, you of the text, ultimately alienated any individual who did not belong to a predominantly white background and culture. By building this costume, future ESL students are grouped collectively into an “other” group that isolates and undermines their ability to
enter the field. In addition, this alienation is exacerbated by the emergence of English as the language of a pinnacle for business and many professional realms. In Kwon & Klassen's research, they also identified and criticized a "native speaking recipe for linguistic success,"[46] that contributed to the anxieties about the entry into the ESL's professional field of technical
communicators. These concerns about an English-dominated professional field indicate an affective filter that provides an additional barrier to social justice for these people of ESL. These misconceptions and anxieties point to an issue of exclusivity that should be addressed by technical and professional communicators. This concern for social justice also becomes an ethical
concern, and all people deserve usable, accessible and inclusive information. There is great concern about the lack of accessibility to translation services and the amount of time and attention that their English competence is given throughout their educational experiences. If a student lacks an understanding of the English language and still needs to participate in his courses, he
will become translations to help his efforts. The question is that many of these translations rarely carry the same meaning as the original text. Students in this study said ocinc©Ãt ocinc©Ãt oiralubacov lEâ euq y ,âodicudart etnemelbirret ¡Ãtse o sotnemadnuf sol ol³Ãs erbuc ,odaucitna ytterpâ se odicudart otxet nu elbanu seitisrevinu htiw seussi stneduts LSE desuac evah sretnec
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natisecen LSE ed setnaidutse sol is ed n³Ãitseuc al aetnalp orep ,sosruc sus arap rebas natisecen LSE ed setnaidutse sol euq ojelpmoc etnemacinc©Ãt s¡Ãm ejaugnel nu ribircse om³Ãc LSE ed setnaidutse ed azna±Ãesne al noc sotix©Ã odinet nah soiratisrevinu serotut sol ,etnemadanutrofA ]25[ .soda±Ãesne noreuf solle ed sohcum euq ol euq ojelpmoc s¡Ãm ocix©Ãl nu nereiuqer
euq levin otla ed sosruc arap sotnemucod ribircse arap sedatlucifid nagnet LSE ed setnaidutse sohcum euq ecah otsE .arutircse ed n³Ãicacinumoc ed soidem ed ortnec ed samargorp sus ne n³Ãiccerroc ranoicroporp of learning in pairs in schools. Students placed in the ESL program learn along with other non -English speakers; However, through the use of pairs tutorial in a
classroom, it will avoid the separation between regular English classes and ESL classes. These programs programs community among students that will help each other grow academically. [55] To further support this statement, a study investigated the effectiveness of peer mentoring and explicit teaching in classrooms. It was found that students with learning disabilities and lowperformance students who are exposed to explicit peer education and mentoring in the classroom have better academic performance than students who do not receive such assistance. It was found that peer mentoring is the most effective and cost-free way of teaching[55] It has been shown that peer-mediated mentoring is an effective tool to help ESL students succeed
academically. Tutorship has been used between the academic courses themselves and the results for those students who have different learning skills are exceptional. The classmates who actively participated with other peers in the tutoring had a better academic level than the students who were not part of the mentoring program. [56] Based on their results, researchers found
that all English students could maintain a high percentage of English academic words about weekly tests taught during a tutoring session. It was also found that literature on the effectiveness of peer mentoring along with regular classroom teaching is the best practice of methodology that is effective, which benefits students, teachers and parents involved. [56] Research on
immersion tutoring in English pairs A longitudinal study was also conducted to examine the effects of the bilingual peer program and a reading program only in English with English speaking Spanish students in order to increase the English reading results of the students. [57] Students whose languageit was Spanish and they were part of the syllabus. three different approaches
were the approach in which I immerse English students from the beginning and teach them to teach themJust in that language; teaching of students in Spanish first, followed by English; and teaching students to read in Spanish and English simultaneously. This occurs through a strategic approach as immersion in structured English or protected instruction. The conclusions showed
that the bilingual reading approach seemed to work, as well as, or better that the reading approach in English in terms of reading growth and results. The researchers found differences in the results, but they also varied based on several results depending on student learning skills and academic performance. [57] TRAINING OF ESL teachers The teachers of an eSl class are
especially trained in specific techniques and tools to help students learn English. Research says that the quality of their teaching is what matters most of it when it comes to educating English students. It was also mentioned [who? It is important to highlight the idea that the school system must focus on the interventions of the entire school to make an impact and be able to help all
English students. There is a high need for comprehensive professional development for teachers in the ESL program. [59] Effects of pairs in the achievement gap although it has been shown that pairs is an effective way to learn that involves and promotes academic achievements in students, does it have effect on the gap in the gap achievement? It is an obvious fact that there is a
great disparity of academic performance between white, black and Latin students, and remains a problem that has to be objective. [60] In an article, it was mentioned that no one has been able the real factors that cause this discrepancy. However, it was mentioned that the development of effective peer mentoring programmes in schools could be a factor that could potentiallyThe
achievement gap in the United States. [60] Student exits also see: category: English language test International English Language Tests) is the most popular English test in the world for superior education and immigration. It is administered by the British Council, Cambridge Evaluation English and IDP Education. It is offered in academic, general and life skills versions. IELTS
ACADEMIC is the normal mastery test of English for entrance to universities in the United Kingdom, Australia, Canadã and other British English countries. IELTS General for immigration to Australia and New Zealand. Both versions of IELTS are accepted for all kinds of visa and immigration applications of the United Kingdom. IELTS's life skills were introduced in 2015 specifically
to meet the requirements for some visa application classes from the United Kingdom. [62] [63] Camla, a collaboration between the language evaluation of the English language of the University of Michigan and Cambridge, offers a set of American English tests, including MET (Michigan English Test), The MTELP SERIES (Michigan Test of English Language Experty), Melab
(Michigan Ingés Evaluation of the Battery of the Battery), Camla EPT (Placement test in English), Ylte (English test of young students), ECCE and ECPE. Toefl (English test as a foreign language), a product of educational test service, developed and used mainly for academic institutions in the United States, and now widely accepted in tertiary institutions in Canadã, New Zealand,
Australia, Australia, The United Kingdom, Japanese, South Korea and Ireland. The current test is a test based on the Internet and, therefore, is known as Toefl Ibt. as proxy for English for academic purposes. ITEP (International English-Domain Survey), developed by the Boston Education Services of the former President of Els, and used by schools and universities such as theState
University System. ITEP Business is used by companies, organizations and governments, and ITEP Slate (Secondary Level Assessment Test of English) is designed for middle and secondary age students. PTE Academic (Pearson Test of English Academic), a Pearson product, measures reading, writing and listening, as well as grammal, oral fluidity, pronouncement, spelling,
vocabulary and written speech. The test is based on computers and is designed to reflect international English for academic admission to any university that requires English competition. TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication), a product of the Educational Testing Service for English Empresarial used by 10,000 organizations in 120 PAÍSES. It includes a listening
and reading test, as well as a speech and writing test introduced into certain pairs from 2006. Trinity College London Esol offers the series of 5 exits integrated in English (ISE) that evaluated reading, writing, writing , speak and listen and is accepted by academic institutions in the United Kingdom. They also offer graded exits in English speaking (GESE), a series of 12 exits, which
evaluated to speak and listen, and esol life and esol skills for work exits in the kingdom United only. Cambridge Assessment English offers a worldwide available exits, including general English: key as a key (ket), preliminary English test (PET), first certificate in English (FCE) , Certificate in advanced English (falls) and certificate of competence in English (CPE). London tests of the
English of Pearson Language Tests, a series of six exits each mapped at a level of the European Common frame (CEFR) â € “See below. English secondary level Mtelp competition test (Michigan Test of English Language Proficy), is a language certificate that measures a student's ability in English onmula onmula nu ed s©Ãlgni amoidi le raulave se lapicnirp ovitejbo uS .arejnartxe
augnel ne o odnuges at an academic or advanced business level. Many countries also have their own exams. ESOL learners in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland usually take the national Skills for Life qualifications, which are offered by several exam boards. EFL learners in China may take the College English Test, the Test for English Majors (TEM), and/or the Public English
Test System (PETS). People in Taiwan often take the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT). In Greece, English students may take the PALSO (PanHellenic Association of Language School Owners) exams. The Common European Framework Main article: Common European Framework of Reference for Languages Between 1998 and 2000, the Council of Europe's language policy
division developed its Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. The aim of this framework was to have a common system for foreign language testing and certification, to cover all European languages and countries. The Common European Framework (CEF) divides language learners into three levels: A. Basic User B. Independent User C. Proficient User Each of
these levels is divided into two sections, resulting in a total of six levels for testing (A1, A2, B1, etc.). This table compares ELT exams according to the CEF levels: CEF Level ALTE Level RQF Level PTE General Trinity College London ESOL GESE Trinity College London ESOL ISE UBELT exam IELTS Cambridge English Language Assessment BULATS Cambridge English Language
Assessment BEC Cambridge English Language Assessment General Cambridge English Language Assessment YLE Cambridge English Language Assessment Skills for Life[64] CaMLA[65] C2 Level 5 Level 3 Level 5 Grade 12 ISE IV 4.0¢ÃÂÂ5.0 8.5¢ÃÂÂ9.0 90¢ÃÂÂ100 n/a CPE n/a n/a ECPE C1 Level 4 Level 2 Level 4 Grade 10,11 ISE III 3.0¢ÃÂÂ3.5 7.0¢ÃÂÂ8.0 75¢ÃÂÂ89 Higher
CAE n/a Level 2 MET, MELAB B2 Level 3 Level 1 Level 3 Grade 7,8,9 ISE II 2.0¢ÃÂÂ2.5 5.5 ¢ÃÂÂ 6.5 60¢ÃÂÂ74 Vantage FCE n/a Level 1 MET, MELAB, ECCE B1 Level Entry 3 Level 2 Grade 5,6 ISE I 1.5 4.0 ¢ÃÂÂ 5.0 40¢ÃÂÂ59 Preliminary PET n/a Entry 3 MET, MELAB A2 Level 1 Entry 2 Level 1 Grades 3,4 ISE 0 1.0 n/a 20¢ÃÂÂ39 n/a KET Flyers Entry 2 MET, YLTE A1
Breakthrough Entry 1 Level A1 Grade 2 n/a
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